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Appendix A: Coding

Given below are sample subroutines added to GASP version 2.2 to create the RNG $K-\varepsilon$ turbulence models, along with the associated subroutine call statements. The comments added to the programming should be sufficient to allow the interested reader to understand the logic used in each routine.

For routines that must be written separately for each logical direction, only the 'k' routines are given below. The other routines are similar. The call statements shown are for the variation mixing RNG, but comments explain how the other variations are called.

* * *
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#include "gasp.h"

---

Within subroutine planek (or planei or planej)...

Visck is called. Within subroutine visck (or visci or viscj)...

After all the necessary type declarations and the usual temp space allotments are made...
The following subroutines are modifications made for RNG K-epsilon by Susan K. Cox-Stouffer.  

Subroutines \texttt{derivsi}, \texttt{derivsj}, and \texttt{derivsk} differ only in the logical direction of their plane of operation, and only \texttt{derivsk} is presented.  

Subroutines \texttt{lsttrmi}, \texttt{lsttrmj}, and \texttt{lsttrmk} are similarly related, and only \texttt{lsttrmk} is presented.  

First the RNG terms in the Reynolds stress equation must be calculated.  

\begin{verbatim}
call derivsk (idim,jdim,nspec,neve,neqn,q1(1,k-1),si(1,1,k),
             sj(1,1,k),sk(1,1,k),t(idqaray),t(ik),
             t(ieps))
call fsttrm (idim,jdim,t(idqaray),t(ik),t(ieps),t(iprodtm),
             t(ijactm))
\end{verbatim}

The idea here is to calculate the first derivatives on the \(k-1\) and \(k+1\) planes for use in the higher order derivatives in \texttt{lsttrm}.  This is easier than
modifying derivs to do it all at once. Don't forget to pass all the necessary metrics.

The last two calls of derivsk and the call of lsttrmk are used only for the 'full' variation. For the others they are commented out.

call derivsk (idim,jdim,nspec,nnev,neqn,q(1,k-2),si(1,1,k-1),
  sj(1,1,k-1),sk(1,1,k-1),t(idqm1),t(itrash))
call derivsk (idim,jdim,nspec,nnev,neqn,q(1,k),si(1,1,k+1),
  sj(1,1,k+1),sk(1,1,k+1),t(idqp1),t(itrash))
call lsttrmk (idim,jdim,t(idqm1),t(idqaray),t(idqp1),t(ik),
  t(ieps),si(1,1,k-1),sj(1,1,k-1),sk(1,1,k-1),
  t(iprodtm),t(ijactm))

Before we add turbulent transport properties, we need to calculate an "effective" eddy viscosity rmutstr based on the RNG terms in the Reynolds stress.

Modmut is called only for the 'mixing' variation. Else it is commented out.

call modmut (idim,jdim,nspec,neqn,q(1,k),t(imut),t(iprodtm),
  t(idqaray),t(imutstr))

Add turbulent and laminar transport properties.

For the 'mixing' variation, addtrpt (a standard routine, not one written for RNG) is called using the new eddy viscosity, which is stored as t(imutstr). For other variations t(imutstr) is replaced by the standard eddy viscosity, which is stored as t(imut).

call addtrpt(idim,jdim,nspec,nnev,neqn,t(itrp),thp(1,1,k),
  t(imutstr),t(intermit),ivscoef,rvscoef,t(itmp))

Near the end of the routine, the RNG components to the residual and Jacobian are
added.  addjac is added just after addmsrc and
c before fillkesrc inside the Jacobian logic block.
c The Jacobian routines may need a small amount
c of additional work to make them fully
c compatible with most solution schemes
c (such as three-factor approximate factorization).

c             add source-terms to mass matrix

call addmsrc...
call addjac (ncell,nspec,nnev,neqn,rmass,q(1,k),vol(1,k),
.                   t(ijactm))

c  The subroutine address comes just before the return and
c  end at the end of the subroutine.

call address (ncell,nspec,nnev,neqn,t(iprodtm),vol(1,k),
.             q(1,k),res)

return
end

subroutine derivsk: Calculates all first derivatives
of all velocity components
on a plane

subroutine derivsk(idim,jdim,nspec,nnev,q,s1,s2,s3,
.                      dqarray,rk,eps)

INTEGER idim,jdim,nspec,nnev
REAL q(-1:idim+1,-1:jdim+1,neqn,-1:1),s1(idim,jdim-1,5),
.     s2(idim-1,jdim,5),s3(idim-1,jdim-1,5,0:1),
.     dqarray(0:idim,0:jdim,3,3),
.     rk(idim-1,jdim-1),eps(idim-1,jdim-1)

locals
INTEGER ik, ieps, i, j, m, n, ilog, jlog
REAL dqdi, dqdj, dqdk, s1avg, s2avg, s3avg

ik = nspec+nnev+5
ieps = nspec+nnev+6

do 100 j = 0, jdim
  if (j.eq.jdim) then
    jlog = j -1
  elseif (j.eq.0) then
    jlog = 1
  else
    jlog = j
  endif

do 100 i = 0, idim
  if (i.eq.idim) then
    ilog = i -1
  elseif (i.eq.0) then
    ilog = 1
  else
    ilog = i
  endif

do 200 m = 1, 3
  if (i.eq.idim) then
    ilog = i -1
  elseif (i.eq.0) then
    ilog = 1
  else
    ilog = i
  endif

  do 200 m = 1, 3
    c The metrics are stored face-centered and non-
    c dimensional. Before we can work with them we must
    c multiply by their magnitudes (found in component
    c 4) and take averages to get cell-centered values.
    c Metrics are reflected across boundaries, so we
    c can calculate derivatives on boundary cells.
    c The metrics are stored nondimensionally as one-
    c dimensional arrays (m = 1-3 below) at each point
    c (i,j) in the three-dimensional arrays s1, s2, and s3.
    c The fourth element in one-dimensional arrays (m=4)
contains the magnitude of the metrics divided by 2.0. Hence the formulation given below and in other subroutines.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{s1avg} &= s1(ilog+1,jlog,m)*s1(ilog+1,jlog,4) + \\
&\quad s1(ilog,jlog,m)*s1(ilog,jlog,4) \\
\text{s2avg} &= s2(ilog,jlog+1,m)*s2(ilog,jlog+1,4) + \\
&\quad s2(ilog,jlog,m)*s2(ilog,jlog,4) \\
\text{s3avg} &= s3(ilog,jlog,m,1)*s3(ilog,jlog,4,1) + \\
&\quad s3(ilog,jlog,m,0)*s3(ilog,jlog,4,0)
\end{align*}
\]

do 200 n = 1,3

Central differences in each direction for each velocity component n.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{dudi} &= 0.5*(q(i+1,j,nspec+n,0)-q(i-1,j,nspec+n,0)) \\
\text{dudj} &= 0.5*(q(i,j+1,nspec+n,0)-q(i,j-1,nspec+n,0)) \\
\text{dudk} &= 0.5*(q(i,j,nspec+n,1)-q(i,j,nspec+n,-1)) \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{dqarray}(i,j,n,m) &= \text{dudi}*\text{s1avg} \\
&+ \text{dudj}*\text{s2avg} \\
&+ \text{dudk}*\text{s3avg}
\end{align*}
\]

200 continue

Separate out K and epsilon as different arrays, to be passed into fsttrm. That's cheaper than passing the whole q array.

if (j.ne.jdim.and.i.ne.idim.and.j.ne.0.and.i.ne.0) then
  \text{rk}(i,j) = q(i,j,ik,0) \\
  \text{eps}(i,j) = q(i,j,ieps,0)
endif

100 continue

return
end
subroutine fsttrm: Calculates production and Jacobian contributions to K and eps. equation due to first-order terms in RNG K-eps. model

subroutine fsttrm(idim,jdim,dqarray,rk,eps,prodtm,rjactm)

INTEGER idim,jdim
REAL dqarray(0:idim,0:jdim,3,3),rk(idim-1,jdim-1),
. eps(idim-1,jdim-1),
. prodtm(idim-1,jdim-1,2),rjactm(idim-1,jdim-1,2,2)

locals
INTEGER i,j,ii,ij,ia,ib
REAL prod,diveps,divk

constants
REAL cn1,c2,cn2,c3,c4,ceps1,cr1,ct1,ct2,ct3

  cn1 = -1.0d0
  c2 = 2.0d0
  cn2 = -2.0d0
  c3 = 3.0d0
  c4 = 4.0d0
  ceps1 = 1.44d0
  cr1 = 25.0d-3
  ct1 = 0.034d0
  ct2 = 0.104d0
  ct3 = -0.014d0

Prod is the summing variable that collects elements of the turbulence production from each component in each term of the equation at a given point.

   do 100 j = 1,jdim-1
      do 100 i = 1,idim-1
prod = 0.0d0
diveps = 1.0/eps(i,j)
divk = 1.0/rk(i,j)

do 200 ia = 1,3
do 200 ii = 1,3
do 200 ij = 1,3

if (ii.ne.ia.or.ij.ne.ia) then
  prod = prod + ct1*dqarray(i,j,ii,ia)*dqarray(i,j,ij,ia)*dqarray(i,j,ii,ij)
endif

200 continue

prodtm(i,j,l) = turbulence production term.
If l = 1, prodtm is K-equation term.
If l = 2, prodtm is epsilon-equation term at point (i,j)

prodtm(i,j,1) = cn1*rk(i,j)**c3*diveps*diveps*prod
prodtm(i,j,2) = ceps1*eps(i,j)*divk*prodtm(i,j,1)

rjac(i,j,m,n) = Jacobian components. m = 1 => K-eq'n.
m = 2 => eps-eq'n. n = 1 => K-derivative.
n = 2 => eps-derivative.

rjactm(i,j,1,1) = c3*prodtm(i,j,1)*divk
rjactm(i,j,1,2) = cn2*prodtm(i,j,1)*diveps
rjactm(i,j,2,1) = c2*prodtm(i,j,2)*divk
rjactm(i,j,2,2) = cn1*prodtm(i,j,2)*diveps
Reseting prod to use as another temporary
summing variable like it was used before.

\[ \text{prod} = 0.0 \text{d}0 \]

There are a heck of a lot of these summations over
multiple indices, and I'm not sure how to maximize
efficiency. I'm open to suggestions.

\[
\text{do 300 } \text{ia} = 1,3 \\
\quad \text{do 300 } \text{ib} = 1,3 \\
\quad \text{do 300 } \text{ii} = 1,3 \\
\quad \text{do 300 } \text{ij} = 1,3
\]

\[ \text{prod} = \text{prod} + \text{dqarray}(\text{i},\text{j},\text{ii},\text{ia}) \times \text{dqarray}(\text{i},\text{j},\text{ij},\text{ib}) \times \text{dqarray}(\text{i},\text{j},\text{ib},\text{ia}) \times \text{dqarray}(\text{i},\text{j},\text{ii},\text{ij}) \]

\[
\text{300 continue}
\]

\[ \text{prod} = \text{cr1} \times (\text{rk}(\text{i},\text{j}) \times \text{diveps}) \times \text{c4} \times \text{eps}(\text{i},\text{j}) \times \text{prod} \]
\[ \text{prodtm}(\text{i},\text{j},1) = \text{prodtm}(\text{i},\text{j},1) + \text{prod} \]
\[ \text{prodtm}(\text{i},\text{j},2) = \text{prodtm}(\text{i},\text{j},2) + \text{ceps1} \times \text{eps}(\text{i},\text{j}) \times \text{divk} \times \text{prod} \]
\[ \text{rjactm}(\text{i},\text{j},1,1) = \text{rjactm}(\text{i},\text{j},1,1) + \text{c4} \times \text{prod} \times \text{divk} \]
\[ \text{rjactm}(\text{i},\text{j},1,2) = \text{rjactm}(\text{i},\text{j},1,2) - \text{c3} \times \text{prod} \times \text{diveps} \]
\[ \text{rjactm}(\text{i},\text{j},2,1) = \text{rjactm}(\text{i},\text{j},2,1) + \text{ceps1} \times \text{c3} \times \text{eps}(\text{i},\text{j}) \times \text{divk} \times \text{divk} \times \text{prod} \]
\[ \text{rjactm}(\text{i},\text{j},2,2) = \text{rjactm}(\text{i},\text{j},2,2) + \text{cn2} \times \text{ceps1} \times \text{prod} \times \text{divk} \]

\[
\text{100 continue}
\]

\[ \text{return} \]
\[ \text{end} \]

subroutine lsttrmk: Calculates production and Jacobian
 contributions to K and eps. equation
due to higher-order terms in RNG K-eps.
model

 subroutine lsttrmk: Calculates production and Jacobian
 contributions to K and eps. equation
due to higher-order terms in RNG K-eps.
Subroutine lsttrmk(idim,jdim,dqm1,dqarray,dqp1,rk,eps,s1,s2,s3, prodtm,rjactm)

INTEGER idim,jdim
REAL dqm1(0:idim,0:jdim,3,3),dqarray(0:idim,0:jdim,3,3),
    dqp1(0:idim,0:jdim,3,3),rk(idim-1,jdim-1),eps(idim-1,jdim-1),
    s1(idim,jdim-1,5,-1:1),s2(idim-1,jdim,5,-1:1),
    s3(idim-1,jdim-1,5,-1:1),
    prodtm(idim-1,jdim-1,2),rjactm(idim-1,jdim-1,2,2)

LOCALS
PROGRAMS
REAL prod,diveps,dudi,dudj,dudk,term(3,3),scnd(3,3,3)

CONSTANTS
REAL cr2,ceps1,c4,c5,c6,c7

THIRD DERIVATIVE VARIABLES
REAL duxsi,dueta,duzeta,duxsxs,duetet,duzeze,duxset,duxsze,
    duetze,xsixsi,etaxsi,zetxsi,xsieta,etaeta,zeteta,xsizet,
    etazet,zetzet,s1avga,s2avga,s3avga,s1avgj,s2avgj,s3avgj

CR2 = -0.0352e-3
CEPS1 = 1.44
C7 = 7.0
C6 = 6.0
C5 = 5.0
C4 = 4.0

DO 100 J = 1,jdim-1
  DO 100 I = 1,idim-1
    DIVEPS = 1.0/eps(i,j)
    SCND(ib,ij,ig) = d^2 U(ib)/dx(ij)dx(ig)
    SECOND DERIVATIVES CALCULATED AS DERIVATIVES OF
    FIRST DERIVATIVES.
c account for all directions in first derivatives

   do 200 ig = 1,3

   c account for all directions in second derivative

   do 200 ij = 1,3

       s1avg = s1(i+1,j,ij,0)*s1(i+1,j,4,0) + s1(i,j,ij,0)*s1(i,j,4,0) +
       s2avg = s2(i,j+1,ij,0)*s2(i,j+1,4,0) + s2(i,j,ij,0)*s2(i,j,4,0) +
       s3avg = s3(i,j,ij,1)*s3(i,j,4,1) + s3(i,j,ij,0)*s3(i,j,4,0)

   c account for various U components

   do 200 ib = 1,3

       dudi = 0.5*(dqarray(i+1,j,ib,ig) - dqarray(i-1,j,ib,ig))
       dudj = 0.5*(dqarray(i,j+1,ib,ig) - dqarray(i,j-1,ib,ig))
       dudk = 0.5*(dqp1(i,j,ib,ig) - dqm1(i,j,ib,ig))

       scnd(ib,ij,ig) = dudi*s1avg + dudj*s2avg + dudk*s3avg

   200 continue

c term(ij,ia) = d^2U(ib)/dx(ij)dx(ig)*d^2U(ig)/dx(ia)*dx(ib)

   do 300 ia = 1,3

   do 300 ij = 1,3

       term(ij,ia) = 0.0

   do 300 ig = 1,3
\[ \text{term}(ij,ia) = \text{term}(ij,ia) + \]
\[ \text{scnd}(ib,ij,ig) \times \text{scnd}(ig,ia,ib) \]

300 continue

c calc \( d^3 U(ig)/dx(ij)dx(ia)dx(ib) \), multiply it by

\[ dU(ib)/dx(ig) \]

and add it to term

\[ \text{do 500 ig = 1,3} \]

\[ \text{do 500 ib = 1,3} \]

c calculate various derivatives of \( dUig/dxib \)

c first derivatives of \( dUig/dxib \)

\[ duxsi = (dqarray(i+1,j,ig,ib)-dqarray(i-1,j,ig,ib)) \times 0.5 \]

\[ dueta = (dqarray(i,j+1,ig,ib)-dqarray(i,j-1,ig,ib)) \times 0.5 \]

\[ duzeta = (dqp1(i,j,ig,ib)-dqm1(i,j,ig,ib)) \times 0.5 \]

c second derivatives of \( dUig/dxib \)

\[ duxsxs = dqarray(i+1,j,ig,ib)-2.0*dqarray(i,j,ig,ib) +dqarray(i-1,j,ig,ib) \]

\[ duetet = dqarray(i,j+1,ig,ib)-2.0*dqarray(i,j,ig,ib) +dqarray(i,j-1,ig,ib) \]

\[ duzeze = dqp1(i,j,ig,ib)-2.0*dqarray(i,j,ig,ib) +dqm1(i,j,ig,ib) \]

\[ duxset = 0.25*(dqarray(i+1,j+1,ig,ib)
\]  
\[ -dqarray(i+1,j-1,ig,ib) \]

\[ -dqarray(i-1,j+1,ig,ib) \]

\[ +dqarray(i-1,j-1,ig,ib)) \]
\[
duxsze = 0.25 \times (dqp1(i+1,j,ig,ib) - dqm1(i+1,j,ig,ib) - dqp1(i-1,j,ig,ib) + dqm1(i-1,j,ig,ib))
\]
\[
duetze = 0.25 \times (dqp1(i,j+1,ig,ib) - dqm1(i,j+1,ig,ib) - dqp1(i,j-1,ig,ib) + dqm1(i,j-1,ig,ib))
\]

Now loop over \(ia\) and \(ij\), to form third derivative in x-coordinates. Note that for this third derivative, third(\(ia,ij\)) = third(\(ij,ia\)). Also multiply the third derivative by \(dUib/dxig\).

\[
\text{do 500 } ia = 1,3
\]
\[
\text{do 500 } ij = ia,3
\]

Derivatives of metrics

Metrics are stored on cell faces, so we need to take averages to get quantities at cell centers before we do derivatives. Don't have to worry about "straight" derivatives; we can difference across the cell and it works out right.

\[
xsixsi = (s1(i+1,j,ij,0) \times s1(i+1,j,4,0) - s1(i,j,ij,0) \times s1(i,j,4,0)) \times 2.0
\]
\[
etaeta = (s2(i,j+1,ij,0) \times s2(i,j+1,4,0) - s2(i,j,ij,0) \times s2(i,j,4,0)) \times 2.0
\]
\[
zetzet = (s3(i,j,ij,1) \times s3(i,j,4,1) - s3(i,j,ij,0) \times s3(i,j,4,0)) \times 2.0
\]

Reflecting across boundaries:

\[
\text{if (i.eq.idim-1) then}
\]
\[
\text{ip1 = i}
\]
\[
\text{else}
\]
\[
\text{ip1 = i+1}
\]
\[
\text{endif}
\]
\[
\text{if (i.eq.1) then}
\]
im1 = i
else
  im1 = i-1
endif

if (j.eq.jdim-1) then
  jp1 = j
else
  jp1 = j+1
endif

if (j.eq.1) then
  jm1 = j
else
  jm1 = j-1
endif

etaxsi = (s2(ip1,j,ij,0)*s2(ip1,j,4,0) +
           s2(ip1,jp1,ij,0)*s2(ip1,jp1,4,0) -
           s2(im1,j,ij,0)*s2(im1,j,4,0) -
           s2(im1,jp1,ij,0)*s2(im1,jp1,4,0)) * 0.5

zetxsi = (s3(ip1,j,ij,0)*s3(ip1,j,4,0) +
           s3(ip1,j,ij,1)*s3(ip1,j,4,1) -
           s3(im1,j,ij,0)*s3(im1,j,4,0) -
           s3(im1,j,ij,1)*s3(im1,j,4,1))*0.5

xsieta = (s1(i,jp1,ij,0)*s1(i,jp1,4,0) +
           s1(ip1,jp1,ij,0)*s1(ip1,jp1,4,0) -
           s1(i,jm1,ij,0)*s1(i,jm1,4,0) -
           s1(ip1,jm1,ij,0)*s1(ip1,jm1,4,0)) * 0.5

zeteta = (s3(i,jp1,ij,0)*s3(i,jp1,4,0) +
           s3(i,jp1,ij,1)*s3(i,jp1,4,1) -
           s3(i,jm1,ij,0)*s3(i,jm1,4,0) -
           s3(i,jm1,ij,1)*s3(i,jm1,4,1))*0.5

xsizet = (s1(i,j,ij,1)*s1(i,j,4,1) +
           s1(i,jm1,ij,1)*s1(i,jm1,4,1) -
           s1(i,j,ij,0)*s1(i,j,4,0) -
           s1(i,jm1,ij,0)*s1(i,jm1,4,0)) * 0.5

etaxsi = (s2(ip1,j,ij,0)*s2(ip1,j,4,0) +
           s2(ip1,jp1,ij,0)*s2(ip1,jp1,4,0) -
           s2(im1,j,ij,0)*s2(im1,j,4,0) -
           s2(im1,jp1,ij,0)*s2(im1,jp1,4,0)) * 0.5
\begin{align*}
\text{etazet} &= (s2(i,j,ij,1)*s2(i,j,4,1) + \\
&\quad s2(i,jp1,ij,1)*s2(i,jp1,4,1) - \\
&\quad s2(i,j,ij,-1)*s2(i,j,4,-1) - \\
&\quad s2(i,jp1,ij,1)*s2(i,jp1,4,1))*0.5 \\
\text{Averages of metrics} \\
\text{Interior points only, so no boundaries.} \\
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
s1avgj &= s1(i+1,j,ij,0)*s1(i+1,j,4,0) + \\
&\quad s1(i,j,ij,0)*s1(i,j,4,0) \\
\text{etc.} \\
s2avgj &= s2(i,j+1,ij,0)*s2(i,j+1,4,0) + \\
&\quad s2(i,j,ij,0)*s2(i,j,4,0) \\
\text{etc.} \\
s3avgj &= s3(i,j,ij,1)*s3(i,j,4,1) + \\
&\quad s3(i,j,ij,0)*s3(i,j,4,0) \\
\text{etc.} \\
s1avga &= s1(i+1,j,ia,0)*s1(i+1,j,4,0) + \\
&\quad s1(i,j,ia,0)*s1(i,j,4,0) \\
\text{etc.} \\
s2avga &= s2(i,j+1,ia,0)*s2(i,j+1,4,0) + \\
&\quad s2(i,j,ia,0)*s2(i,j,4,0) \\
\text{etc.} \\
s3avga &= s3(i,j,ia,1)*s3(i,j,4,1) + \\
&\quad s3(i,j,ia,0)*s3(i,j,4,0) \\
\text{etc.} \\
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
\text{Now assemble.} \\
\text{third} &= ((duxsxs*s1avgj + duxsi*xsixsi) \\
&\quad + duxset*s2avgj + dueta*etaxisi \\
&\quad + duxsze*s3avgj + duzeta*zetaxisi) \\
&\quad + (duxsxs*s1avga + duxsi*xsieta) \\
&\quad + duetet*s2avga + dueta*etaeta \\
&\quad + duetze*s3avga + duzeta*zeteta) \\
&\quad + (duxsze*s1avgj + duxsi*xsiset) \\
&\quad + duetze*s2avga + dueta*etazet \\
&\quad + duzeze*s3avga + duzeta*zetzet) \\
&\quad *s3avga ) *dqarray(i,j,ib,ig)
\end{align*}
\[
\begin{align*}
term(ij,ia) &= term(ij,ia) + \text{third} \\
\text{term(ia,ij)} &= \text{term(ia,ij)} + \text{third}
\end{align*}
\]

\textbf{500} \quad \text{continue}

c \quad \text{multiply it all together so we're ready for the}

c \quad \text{source-term and Jacobian calculations.}

c \quad \text{Prod is a dummy variable again.}

\text{prod} = 0.0

do 600 \, ia = 1,3

do 600 \, ij = 1,3

do 600 \, ii = 1,3

\quad \text{prod} = \text{prod} + (\text{term(ij,ia)}*\text{dqarray(i,j,ii,ia)}

\quad \quad + \text{term(ii,ia)}*\text{dqarray(i,j,ij,ia)})

\quad \quad \times \, \text{dqarray(i,j,ii,ij)}*cr2

\textbf{600} \quad \text{continue}

\text{prodtm(i,j,1)} = \text{prodtm(i,j,1)} + \text{prod}*(\text{rk(i,j)}*\text{diveps})

\quad \quad **5*\text{rk(i,j)}*\text{rk(i,j)}

\text{prodtm(i,j,2)} = \text{prodtm(i,j,2)} + \text{prod}*(\text{rk(i,j)}*\text{diveps})

\quad \quad **4*\text{rk(i,j)}*\text{rk(i,j)}*\text{ceps1}

\text{rjactm(i,j,1,1)} = \text{rjactm(i,j,1,1)} + \text{prod}**7*(\text{rk(i,j)}*

\quad \quad \text{diveps})**5*\text{rk(i,j)}

\text{rjactm(i,j,1,2)} = \text{rjactm(i,j,1,2)} - \text{c5}*\text{prod}**6*\text{rk(i,j)}

\text{rjactm(i,j,2,1)} = \text{rjactm(i,j,2,1)} + \text{ceps1}**6*\text{prod}**6*\text{rk(i,j)}

\text{rjactm(i,j,2,2)} = \text{rjactm(i,j,2,2)} - \text{ceps1}**5*\text{prod}**5*\text{rk(i,j)}

\textbf{100} \quad \text{continue}

\text{return}
end

subroutine addres(nlen,nspec,nnev,neqn,prodtm,vol,q,res)
  \begin{verbatim}
  INTEGER nlen,nspec,nnev,neqn
  REAL prodtm(nlen,2), vol(nlen),res(nlen,neqn),q(nlen,neqn)
  \end{verbatim}

  locals
  INTEGER nl,ik,ieps,n
  REAL rho

  ik = nspec+nnev+5
  ieps = nspec+nnev+6

  do 100 nl = 1,nlen

  So far we've calculated $P/rho$, the production term without the density. We need to calculate the density and multiply it in.

  rho = 0.0

  do 200 n = 1,nspec
    rho = rho + q(nl,n)
  200 continue

  Now add the production term to the proper residual.

  $\begin{array}{cl}
  \text{res(nl,ik)} &= \text{res(nl,ik)} - \text{vol(nl) prodtm(nl,1) rho} \\
  \text{res(nl,ieps)} &= \text{res(nl,ieps)} - \text{vol(nl) prodtm(nl,2) rho}
  \end{array}$

  100 continue

  return
end

subroutine addjac: Adds RNG contribution to jacobian

subroutine addjac(nlen,nspec,nnev,neqn,rmass,q,vol,rjactm)

INTEGER nlen,nspec,nnev,neqn
REAL rjactm(nlen,2,2),rmass(nlen,neqn,neqn),q(nlen,neqn)
REAL vol(nlen)

locals
INTEGER ispace,ne1,ne2,nl,n
REAL rho

ispacespace = nspec+nnev+4

So far we've calculated the Jacobian term without the density. We need to calculate the density and multiply it in with the Jacobian and volume.

do 200 nl = 1,nlen
   rho = 0.0
   do 200 n = 1,nspec
      rho = rho + q(nl,n)
200      continue

do 100 ne2 = 1,2
   do 100 ne1 = 1,2
       do 100 nl = 1,nlen

And add to the Jacobian.

rmass(nl,ne1+ispace,ne2+ispace) =
   .     rmass(nl,ne1+ispace,ne2+ispace) - rjactm(nl,ne1,ne2)
*rho*vol(nl)

100 continue

    return
    end

subroutine modmut: Calculates modified eddy viscosity
for use in turbulent transport
properties. (mixing variation)

subroutine modmut(idim,jdim,nspec,neqn,q,rmut,prodtm,
dqarray,rmutstr)

INTEGER idim,jdim,nspec,neqn

REAL q(-1:idim+1,-1:jdim+1,neqn),rmut(idim-1,jdim-1),
prodtm(idim-1,jdim-1),dqarray(0:idim,0:jdim,3,3),
rmutstr(idim-1,jdim-1)

    locals
    REAL div,rho,trace

    do 100 j = 1,jdim-1
       do 100 i = 1,idim-1

          rho is the total density.  div is the
denominator of the expression.  Prodtm
is the RNG turbulence production
contribution (without the density
included), and div is the denominator
of the second term in Equation 3.40.

          div = 0.0
          rho = 0.0
          do 200 n = 1,nspec
rho = rho + q(i,j,nspec)
continue

trace = dqarray(i,j,1,1) + dqarray(i,j,2,2) + 
       dqarray(i,j,3,3)

do 300 ij = 1,3
   do 300 ii = 1,3
      if (ij.ne.ii) then
         div = div + (dqarray(i,j,ii,ij) + 
                    dqarray(i,j,ij,ii))*dqarray(i,j,ii,ij)
      else
         div = div + (dqarray(i,j,ii,ij) + 
                    dqarray(i,j,ij,ii)-2.0/3.0*trace)*dqarray(i,j,ii,ij)
      endif
   300 continue
rmutstr(i,j) = rmut(i,j)
if (div.ne.0.0) then
   rmutstr(i,j) = rmut(i,j) + prodtm(i,j)*rho/div
endif

100 continue
return
end
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